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The role of global climate change in the decline of biodiversity and the emergence of infectious diseases remains controversial, and the effect of climatic variability, in particular, has largely been ignored. For instance, it was recently revealed that the proposed link between climate change and widespread amphibian declines, putatively caused by the chytrid fungus *Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis* (*Bd*), was tenuous because it was based on a temporally confounded correlation. Here we provide temporally unconfounded evidence that global El Niño climatic events drive widespread amphibian losses in genus *Atelopus* via increased regional temperature variability, which can reduce amphibian defenses against pathogens. Of 26 climate variables tested, only factors associated with temperature variability could account for the spatiotemporal patterns of declines thought to be associated with *Bd*. Climatic predictors of declines became significant only after controlling for a pattern consistent with epidemic spread (by temporally detrending the data). This presumed spread accounted for 59% of the temporal variation in amphibian losses, whereas El Niño accounted for 59% of the remaining variation. Hence, we could account for 83% of the variation in declines with these two variables alone. Given that global climate change seems to increase temperature variability, extreme climatic events, and the strength of Central Pacific El Niño episodes, climate change might exacerbate worldwide enigmatic declines of amphibians, presumably by increasing susceptibility to disease. These results suggest that changes to temperature variability associated with climate change might be as significant to biodiversity losses and disease emergence as changes to mean temperature.
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Global climate change affects both climate averages and variability (1), but the biologic effects of changes in climatic variability have been largely neglected (2, 3). Despite convincing evidence of global climate change (1), its contribution to the unprecedented decline of biodiversity and emergence of infectious diseases remains controversial (4–9). For instance, a positive multidecadal correlation between increasing air temperature and putative amphibian extinctions at several locations across the globe led many authors to conclude that climate change was driving amphibian declines, presumably by increasing disease risk from the deadly amphibian chytrid fungus, *Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis* (*Bd*) (10–13). However, it was recently revealed that these multidecadal correlations between temperature and amphibian declines were temporally confounded, so that virtually any variable that increased in the 1980s and early 1990s would be correlated positively with these amphibian losses (8). Hence, these correlations provide, at best, tenuous evidence for a link between climate change and amphibian extinction risk.

If there is indeed a true causal relationship between climate and amphibian declines, then fluctuations around temporal trends in climatic variables and declines should also correlate positively (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). If so, this would provide more convincing evidence that climate contributed to these widespread biodiversity losses because it would reduce the likelihood that a third variable could explain the correlation. That is, there are many fewer alternative, noncausal explanations for a positive association between short-term intradecadal fluctuations around climatic trends and putative extinctions than there are for the positive multidecadal correlation between temperature and declines (7, 8) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

This approach of detrending the data and looking for residual associations between climate and demographic- or disease-related variables is commonly used to isolate the intradecadal effects of climatic fluctuations (7, 14–16). Moreover, detrending the amphibian decline data should reduce temporal autocorrelation, and, if *Bd* is a factor in these declines, it should also help to control for the likely intrinsic, epidemic spread of the pathogen, which itself could be a driver of the multidecadal increase in amphibian declines (8, 17–19). Here, we use global and regional estimates of climate averages and variation to simultaneously test several climate-related hypotheses for widespread amphibian declines and their dependence on temporal detrending. In other systems, such as human–cholera and human–malaria, intrinsic population dynamics or multidecadal control efforts concealed the true influence of extrinsic factors, such as climate forcing (7, 14, 15). Hence, we predict that a climatic footprint on amphibian declines will be more apparent after controlling for interdecadal trends in both predictors and responses.

We use two amphibian decline datasets and a hypothesis-deductive approach to test among various climate-based hypotheses for declines. The first dataset, compiled by La Marca et al. (20), is the year (between 1980 and 1998) that each “species” in the frog genus *Atelopus* was observed for the last time [last year observed (LYO)], presumably owing to the species going extinct or at least undergoing a dramatic decline. Genus *Atelopus* is endemic to Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, Suriname, Guyana, Brazil, and French Guiana and, since 1980, 67 of 108 extant “species” have ostensibly gone extinct (20). Of these 108 extant species, 32 are undescribed (20). The second dataset, described by Lips et al. (17), is the year that each of 59 species (all described) in genera *Atelopus* and *Telmatobius* (4 species found in Ecuador and Peru) began to decline [year of decline (YOD)]. Because of the small number of *Telmatobius* species in this database, we only refer to genus *Atelopus* hereafter for brevity.

Although LYO and YOD represent possibly the best available datasets on the timing of a putative modern day mass extinction (8), these estimates of the timing of declines unquestionably have error. Evidence suggests, however, that this error is generally small (8). For instance, the YOD dataset, which was purposefully limited to well-documented declines (17), largely matched the LYO
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dataset with a median difference of zero. Furthermore, the error in these datasets seems to be predominantly random (8, 20). Random error tends to increase false-negative rather than false-positive findings, suggesting that any significant relationships between climate and these datasets are unlikely to be spurious (21). The fact that we detect striking relationships between climate and amphibian declines, despite this known random error, thus supports the robustness of our findings.

Results and Discussion

Temporal Patterns of Declines. In the process of detrending the YOD and LYO data using a generalized additive model (GAM), we found that Atelopus declines were nonlinear, increasing exponentially during the 1980s but decreasing precipitously in the 1990s (Fig. 1). This nonlinearity was also detected with polynomial regression, and the polynomial fit was similar to the GAM fit (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Further, jackknife analyses revealed that this nonlinearity was generally insensitive to the removal of individual data points (SI Appendix, Table S1).

This nonlinear pattern is precisely what would be expected with epidemic spread of a recently introduced pathogen. Given that Bd is widely believed to have caused many of the amphibian declines in Latin America, that Bd was only found in Latin America around the time that amphibian declines began and thereafter, and that Bd-related declines spread through the environment (8, 17, 18, 22), a plausible interpretation for this nonlinear pattern is that declines initially increased rapidly because there were many susceptible (nontolerant) host species, but eventually declined as susceptible host species went extinct, leaving only relatively resistant and/or tolerant species. If this nonlinear pattern of declines through time represents only introduction and spread of Bd, then this intrinsic dynamic accounted for 68% and 59% of the annual variation in YOD and LYO, respectively (Fig. 1). However, given that this geographic region has experienced a multidecadal increase in temperature that is likely influencing the temporal trends in declines (11), detrending might also eliminate some component of any climate forcing. Thus, although it is plausible that the nonlinear multidecadal pattern predominantly represents spatiotemporal spread of a pathogen, we cannot rule out that the detrending process also controls for some component of any multidecadal climatic factor. Importantly, understanding the cause of this nonlinear pattern of declines does not affect our conclusions regarding intradecadal climate effects on amphibian declines. Regardless of the cause, detrending helps to isolate the intradecadal temporal dynamics from the long-term interdecadal patterns and reduces the number of alternative explanations for a positive association with climate relative to the nondetrended scenario (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

Ultimate Climatic Hypothesis: An El Niño Signature. Several researchers have detected positive relationships between the strength of global El Niño events and both infectious disease and biodiversity losses (14, 15, 23), and thus we hypothesized that, after controlling for temporal trends, the strength of El Niño would be a positive predictor of YOD and LYO. El Niño is the Pacific Ocean signature of a global, coupled ocean-atmospheric phenomenon (24, 25), measured by the continuous metric Niño 3.4, and its climatic effects on the geographic range of Atelopus are pronounced and often stronger than in many other parts of the world. El Niño years in this region tend to be warm and wet and are typically followed by cool and dry La Niña years (24, 25).

Wavelet analyses uncovered matching periodicities for Niño 3.4, YOD, and LYO (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), and regression analyses revealed that Niño 3.4 in the previous year (1-year lag) was a significant positive predictor of both YOD and LYO (Fig. 2A), but only after temporally detrending these response variables (YOD: n = 19, r = 0.618, P = 0.005; LYO: n = 19, r = 0.556, P = 0.013; SI Appendix, Table S2). Classifying each year as an El Niño year, a La Niña year, or neither accounted for 43% and 59% of the variation in the detrended YOD and LYO data, respectively (SI Appendix, Table S2). Moreover, these relationships with El Niño remained significant when undescribed species were excluded from the LYO analyses (SI Appendix, Table S3). The combination of putative epidemic spread of Bd (Fig. 1) and lag El Niño accounted for ≈82% and 83% of the variation in annual YOD and LYO data, respectively. The fact that an El Niño signature is only apparent after detrending YOD or LYO data suggests that, in this region, climate seems to influence whether there are more or fewer amphibian declines than would be predicted by the putative intrinsic, epidemic spread of Bd alone. Previous researchers did not detect an El Niño signature for Atelopus declines, most likely because they did not temporally detrend the LYO data (11). Although we continue to present results for both YOD and LYO, we focus on the LYO data hereafter because YOD and LYO are highly correlated (8) (Fig. 2), and YOD data exist for only a subset of the Atelopus species (17).

Proximate Climatic Hypotheses. Although El Niño seems to be the ultimate climatic phenomenon affecting Atelopus declines, we further sought to differentiate among several climate-based factors associated with El Niño events that have been proposed as proximate drivers of enigmatic amphibian declines (26). The chytrid-thermal-optimum hypothesis proposes that increased cloud cover due to warmer oceanic temperatures leads to convergence of daytime and nighttime temperatures (i.e., a reduced diurnal temperature range) on the optimum temperature for Bd growth (11). Several mean-climate hypotheses have also been proposed for amphibian declines. These include predictions that mean temperature, mean precipitation, or an interaction between the two will be significant predictors of amphibian losses, either by directly causing declines, accelerating decomposition of leaf litter habitat, or altering interactions with natural enemies (27–31).

Fig. 1. Time series of annual proportion of Atelopus species that began to decline (YOD) and that were observed for the last time (LYO) fit with the GAM. Shown are the final fitted cubic spline functions (solid lines) and associated 95% confidence bands (dashed lines). The relationship between year and both YOD (A) and LYO (B) was significantly nonlinear (df = 3.997, coefficient = 0.019, P = 0.006, R² = 68.17; and df = 3.997, coefficient = 0.011, P = 0.020, R² = 58.34, respectively).
Finally, there is the climate-variability hypothesis, which proposes that temporal variability in temperature partially drives amphibian disease dynamics (32), although temperature variability could contribute directly to declines as well. This hypothesis is partly based on observations that disease outbreaks are often associated with extreme temperature events (33) and partly on evidence that temporal variability in temperature can cause suboptimal immunity in amphibians, potentially increasing their susceptibility to Bd or other infections (32). Many components of amphibian innate and adaptive immune systems depend on external temperature, but it takes time for amphibians to adjust these systems to temperature changes. Thus, changes in immune responses tend to lag behind short-term (daily to weekly) temperature changes, with increases in temperature generating suboptimal immunity (32, 34). Drops in temperature on a monthly or seasonal time scale might also be particularly important, because ectotherms seem to take longer to acclimate to a temperature decrease than to a temperature increase (35). For a variety of immune cells and proteins, low temperatures can dramatically reduce their production and/or activity levels, including (but probably not limited to) peripheral leukocyte levels (32, 34), T and B cell proliferation (35), macrophage endocytosis (36), and abundance of antimicrobial skin peptides (37), the latter of which are known to be important for defending against Bd (22). Potential increases in host susceptibility with drops in temperature are of particular concern for Bd epidemics because decreases in temperature might benefit this relatively cold-tolerant pathogen (22, 32, 38). In addition, drops in temperature are also thought to stimulate the release of Bd zoospores (39). Hence, several lines of evidence suggest that temperature variability might be important in Bd outbreaks and related mass mortality events.

To test among these proximate climate hypotheses for Atelopus declines, we gathered 13 climate variables for the region inhabited by Atelopus. First, we tested whether these climate variables, with or without a 1-year lag, were correlated positively with YOD and LYO, and we assessed the dependence of these relationships on temporal detrending of the predictors and responses. For the most part, climate predictors were not significant unless we incorporated a 1-year lag and detrended the response variables (SI Appendix, Table S2). These analyses provided no support for the chytrid-thermal optimum hypothesis (SI Appendix, Table S2). Although several mean climate variables were significant positive predictors of Atelopus declines (SI Appendix, Table S2), their importance was not supported in subsequent analyses described below. The annual mean of the absolute value of monthly differences in temperature (AVMD) and diurnal temperature range (DTR), the only climate variability factors tested, were both positively correlated with detrended LYO the following year (SI Appendix, Table S2), supporting the climate variability hypothesis for Atelopus declines. Furthermore, removing undescribed species from the LYO dataset did not change these findings (SI Appendix, Table S3).

To identify suites of factors predictive of the LYO data, we conducted best-subset model selection using an information-theoretic criterion approach. When only LYO was detrended, lag AVMD and lag DTR were positive predictors in 30 and 25 of the top 30 models, respectively (SI Appendix, Table S4). When both LYO and the climate variables were detrended, lag AVMD and lag DTR were positive predictors in 28 and 21 of the top 30 models, respectively (SI Appendix, Table S5). In addition, lag AVMD and lag DTR had the highest and second-highest weighted mean regression coefficients (mean of the 30 models and weighted for model adjusted R²), respectively (SI Appendix, Tables S4 and S5). The best subset model results for detrended YOD were similar to those for detrended LYO (SI Appendix, Tables S6 and S7). In general, no clear predictors consistently emerged from the best-subset analysis unless the response variables were detrended (SI Appendix, Tables S8–S11), suggesting that putative, intrinsic epidemic spread of Bd might confer the effects of climate forcing. Lag AVMD was consistently the best predictor in the best-subset models based on detrended responses. It accounted for 29.5% of the annual variation in detrended LYO (Fig. 2C), whereas the combination of lag AVMD and lag DTR (detrended) accounted for 55.2% of this variation. Lag AVMD and lag DTR remained the best two predictors when undescribed species were excluded from the LYO dataset, further supporting the robustness of these findings.

We hypothesized that the shift from warm El Niño years to cool La Niña years drives temperature variability, thereby increasing the proportion of species observed for the last time. A path analysis supported this hypothesis (Fig. 3). Niño 3.4 was a positive predictor of both AVMD and DTR, which were both positive predictors of detrended LYO the following year (Fig. 3).

Amphibian declines known to be associated with Bd have occurred more often in warm years (8, 11, 40), at high elevations (especially above 2,400 m; refs. 17 and 22), and in cool months (38, 41). If AVMD, DTR, and Bd were responsible for Atelopus declines, then AVMD and DTR should be positively associated with annual temperature and elevation but negatively associated with monthly temperature. As predicted, AVMD and DTR were positively associated with annual temperature (β = 0.569, F1,17 = 8.13, P = 0.011; and β = 0.552, F1,17 = 7.01, P = 0.018, respectively; Fig. 4A). This is a likely product of global warming generally increasing temperature maxima but not minima in this region (11), creating greater variation in daily and monthly temperatures. AVMD and DTR also increased with elevation (F3,2328 = 88.52, P < 0.001; and F3,2328 = 1,160.4, respectively).
Conclusions

Although there is little concrete evidence directly linking *Bd* infections to widespread *Atelopus* declines, our results offer further circumstantial evidence that *Bd* was an important factor. First, the temporal pattern of *Atelopus* declines is consistent with what would be expected on the basis of epidemic spread. Second, global and regional climatic relationships with *Atelopus* declines were only detectable once we controlled for this presumed epidemic spread. Third, we tested many proposed climate hypotheses for amphibian declines, including several unrelated to disease, but only found support for the climatic variability hypothesis, which was derived from studies of ectotherm immunity and disease. Finally, the proximate climatic factors that were the best predictors of *Atelopus* declines exhibited spatiotemporal patterns matching the spatiotemporal patterns of known *Bd*-related declines. Given these four results, it seems likely that *Bd* was associated with at least some of the *Atelopus* declines.

Evidence for a link between climate and *Atelopus* declines persisted after we detrended both the climate predictors and the decline data, providing less temporally confounded evidence of a causal relationship between these variables than available previously. Of the tested climate-based hypotheses for *Atelopus* declines, only the climate-variability hypothesis was supported here, consistent with previous findings that temperature variability compromises amphibian immune defenses (32) and that disease outbreaks frequently occur during extreme temperature events (33). Increases in climate variation are often linked to increases in the intensity and frequency of extreme events, which are projected to increase with anthropogenic climate change (1). These extreme events might do little to change mean climatic values, but, as suggested by our results, their impact on variability might have profound effects on species interactions and fitness.

In contrast to the other climate hypotheses for amphibian declines, which emphasize either climate alone or the host or parasite in isolation, the climate-variability hypothesis specifically makes predictions about the amphibian–*Bd* interaction. We suspect that, to thoroughly understand climatic effects on *Bd*-related declines, investigators will need to explicitly test how climate affects interactions between *Bd* and amphibian hosts, as well as consider other factors altering host–parasite dynamics or host fitness directly (39, 42–44). Additionally, the influence of climate on amphibians will almost certainly depend on the local scales at which organisms experience climatic conditions. We conducted our analyses at the regional level because this is presently the geographic scale with the best available data on the timing of presumed amphibian extinctions; however, understanding the interplay between regional and local conditions will be an important challenge for understanding amphibian declines and climatic effects on disease.

![Fig. 3. Results of a path analysis testing for relationships among Niño 3.4, AVMD, DTR, and detrended LYO the following year. Probability values, standardized coefficients, and scatter plots, respectively, are provided next to each path. The scatter plots are based on the residuals from the relationship between AVMD and DTR. The model \( \chi^2 \) was 0.298 (df = 1, \( P = 0.585 \)), indicating that the model was a good fit to the data.

\( P < 0.001 \), respectively; Fig. 4B). Finally, AVMD (monthly temperature: parameter = 86.460, \( F_{1,9} = 19.10, P = 0.001 \); monthly temperature\(^2\): parameter = −87.135, \( F_{1,9} = 19.41, P = 0.002 \)) and DTR (monthly temperature: \( \beta = −0.223, F_{1,10} = 0.522, P = 0.486 \) were the only tested climatic variables that were negatively associated with regional monthly temperature (Fig. 4C and SI Appendix, Table S12). Furthermore, this relationship between DTR and monthly temperature became significantly more negative as elevation increased, consistent with *Bd*-related declines occurring in cool seasons and at high elevations (monthly temperature × elevation: \( F_{3,40} = 10.48, P < 0.001 \); Fig. 4C see SI Appendix, Table S13 for parameters). None of the other 11 tested climate variables were positively associated with annual temperature and elevation but negatively associated with monthly temperature (SI Appendix, Table S12). Hence, factors reflecting temperature variability were the only proximate climate variables that were entirely consistent with the spatiotemporal patterns of declines known to be caused by *Bd* and that could predict annual levels of *Atelopus* declines.

![Fig. 4. Testing for concordance between the spatiotemporal patterns of *Bd*-related declines and AVMD and DTR. Relationship between AVMD (●) or DTR (○) and (A) annual temperature, (B) elevation, and (C) monthly temperature. Data points with different letters are significantly different from one another (\( P < 0.05 \)) according to a Fisher least significant difference test. Capital letters correspond to DTR, and lowercase letters correspond to AVMD.

\( P < 0.001, R^2 = 0.633 \), and \( P = 0.001, R^2 = 0.674 \), respectively. None of the other 11 climate variables were positively associated with *Atelopus* declines.

*Flucotic* was associated with at radioactivity May be a factor. First, elevation: *Atelopus* interaction. We suspect that, to thoroughly understand climatic effects on *Bd*-related declines, investigators will need to explicitly test how climate affects interactions between *Bd* and amphibian hosts, as well as consider other factors altering host–parasite dynamics or host fitness directly (39, 42–44). Additionally, the influence of climate on amphibians will almost certainly depend on the local scales at which organisms experience climatic conditions. We conducted our analyses at the regional level because this is presently the geographic scale with the best available data on the timing of presumed amphibian extinctions; however, understanding the interplay between regional and local conditions will be an important challenge for understanding amphibian declines and climatic effects on disease.
Our analyses revealed that climatic signals were usually apparent only after controlling for presumed epidemic spread of Bd-related declines. This result is consistent with the notion that El Niño events and associated variability in monthly and daily temperatures elevated mortality above that caused by epidemic spread alone. Hence, it seems that both spread and climate influence these presumed amphibian–Bd interactions and thus they do not seem to be mutually exclusive factors (45). These findings suggest that conservation efforts should first be targeted at minimizing Bd introductions, but that they might secondarily be targeted at El Niño years and regions with particularly high current or predicted temperature variability. Given that AVMD and DTR were positively associated with regional temperatures that are increasing in this region (11) and that ensemble climate modeling suggests that temperature variability in tropical and subtropical regions and the frequency of Central Pacific El Niño events will increase with projected climate change (1, 24), global climate change might indeed contribute to increases in tropical, and perhaps worldwide, enigmatic amphibian declines. Hence, amphibian chytridiomycosis seems to be consistent with the conventional, although controversial, wisdom that climate change will increase infectious diseases (6, 7). However, most of the Atelopus species of interest are unfortunately extinct and thus unavailable for experimental manipulations; thus, further evidence of a causal link between climate change and this present-day putative mass extinction event might be impossible to obtain.

Whether temperature variability and extremes can influence disease dynamics and biodiversity in general is a crucial question that remains to be answered. Although increases in temperature induced by global warming are expected to be small in tropical relative to temperate regions, recent evidence suggests that the greatest extinction risk from global warming might be for ectotherms in the hyperdiverse tropics because of their adaptations to relatively narrow and stable temperature ranges (46, 47). Effects of temporal variation in temperature might also be generalizable across ectotherm classes, given many conserved components of ectotherm innate and adaptive immune responses (32–34). If so, elevated temperature variability caused by climate change could diminish the defenses of ectothermic hosts generally, potentially disrupting a common, but underappreciated, link between climate change and both disease and the loss of biodiversity.

Methods

Data Collection. For most analyses, we focused on LYO and YOD data from 1980 to 1998 because most declines occurred after 1980 (Fig. 1), there is no consistent relationship between Bd prevalence and region occupied by Atelopus before the late 1970s, and, as the datasets approach the present time, climate data have become available at the 5° resolution (48). The climate data have passed extensive quality control measures, meet the quality standards of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (48), and arguably represent the most comprehensive and precise historical estimates of local climate across the region inhabited by Atelopus. Annual means were calculated using the monthly means provided in the database, except for AVMD, which was calculated as the average difference in average temperature between adjacent months.

Temperature anomaly data were used when possible to avoid bias associated with different countries estimating average monthly temperatures using different methods and formulae. However, the anomaly data were incomplete, which would have greatly affected estimates of AVMD. Consequently, for AVMD calculations based on anomalies, missing data were replaced with the 30-year mean of that month and grid cell. In the CRU TS 2.1 dataset, each 0.5° by 0.5° grid cell has a mean elevation that was used for interpolation to 0.5° resolution using all quality climate stations in the region (48) (exception: “temperature anomalies” is only available at the 5° resolution). The climate data have passed extensive quality control measures, meet the quality standards of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (48), and arguably represent the most comprehensive and precise historical estimates of local climate across the region inhabited by Atelopus. Annual means were calculated using the monthly means provided in the database, except for AVMD, which was calculated as the average difference in average temperature between adjacent months.

Methods

Detrending Predictors and Responses. We did not have any priori predictions for the relationships between year and YOD, LYO, or the climate predictors, so we used the GAM, weighted by the number of extant species per year, to test for significant nonlinearities between year and these variables. YOD and LYO were arcsine-square-root-transformed before detrending. If there was significant nonlinearity, we detrended the variables using residuals from the GAM. If there was not significant nonlinearity in the GAM, the variable was detrended using residuals from a standard linear regression model. The only predictor that was significant in the linear through time analysis was temperature, which was the only predictor that was detrended using GAM rather than standard linear regression (SI Appendix, Tables S5, S7, S9, and S11). To ensure that the results were not dependent on the procedure used to detrend the amphibian decline data, we compared results using GAM to results using polynomial regression, and we jackknifed the GAM analyses to determine the sensitivity of the nonlinear fit to the presence of individual data points (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1).

Testing for a Relationship Between El Niño and YOD or LYO. We used wavelet analysis software, available at http://paos.colorado.edu/research/wavelets/, to assess whether the periodicity of El Niño, YOD, and LYO differed. We applied a Morlet wavelet function, used a global wavelet spectrum as the estimator of the “true” power spectrum, padded the time series with zeros (to bring the number of years up to the next-higher power of 2) to accelerate the Fourier transform and to reduce errors associated with the edges of the time series, and tested the periodicity against a white-noise background (49). Additional details on these analyses are in SI Appendix, Fig. S3.

Scale-dependent correlation analysis is likely the most powerful approach for detecting transitory coupling between climatic factors and amphibian declines (15), but we unfortunately did not have enough temporal YOD or LYO data to successfully use this methodology. Consequently, we tested whether this classifica­tion was predictive of YOD and LYO and the detrended YOD and LYO in the same or following year. We also tested whether Niño 3.4 (a continuous variable), detrended or not, could predict detrended or nondetrended YOD and LYO in the same or following year. We also classified years as El Niño, La Niña, or neither (SI Appendix, Table S14) and tested whether this classification was predictive of YOD and LYO. These analyses were weighted by the number of extant species per year, given that extant species declined through the time series.

Many lags are possible between climate and amphibian declines (e.g., ref. 30). However, we chose to arbitrarily select only a 1-year lag for all of our analyses because we did not want the search for a lag to become a “fishing expedition” that biased our research by identifying the lag that best supported our hypothesis. A 1-year lag has previously been proposed for detecting climatic effects on Atelopus declines (11).

Evaluating Support for Proximate Climate Hypotheses. We first used correlation analysis to test whether the 12 climate variables (see Data Collection above) plus temperature-dependent Bd growth rate, with or without a 1-year lag, were positively correlated with YOD and LYO and the dependence of these relationships on temporal detrending of the predictors and responses. Second, we identified suites of factors predictive of the YOD and LYO data using best-subset model selection based on adjusted R², which penalizes models with more predictors. The maximum allowable number of predictors per model was capped at three, and the analyses were conducted on all combinations of detrended and nondetrended predictors and
responses. Third, we used path analysis with maximum likelihood estimation and submodel deviances to test the hypothesis that El Niño events drive temperature variability, which increase Atelopus declines. Path analysis was conducted with Statistica 8.0 (Statsoft). Finally, we used regression analysis to determine which proximate climate variables had similar spatiotemporal patterns as known Bd-related declines.
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